T cells recognize multiple GAD65 and proinsulin epitopes in human type 1 diabetes, suggesting determinant spreading.
Human type 1 diabetes is thought to be mediated by autoreactive T cells specific for antigens expressed by pancreatic beta cells. However, it is unclear which autoantigens and determinants thereof are the targets of the autoimmune attack. Using comprehensive peptide libraries that cover the entire sequence of two major candidate autoantigens, GAD65 and proinsulin, we measured the in vivo frequencies of peptide-specific, IFN-gamma-producing memory T cells in 27 diabetic patients, 14 high risk individuals, and 15 partially HLA-matched healthy controls. Compared to the controls, both a higher number of determinants on the islet cell antigens were recognized and the frequencies of peptide specific cells were increased in patients and high risk individuals. Inclusion of signal enhancing anti-CD28 antibody further accentuated this difference. Considerable heterogeneity in peptide recognition was seen even in DRB1*04, DQB1*0302 matched individuals. Unlike its peptides, the GAD protein antigen did not recall a T cell memory response. The highly heterogeneous recognition of a multitude of peptide determinants on both autoantigens, occurring in the absence of protein recognition, and the low functional avidity of the memory cells involved jointly suggest that the autoimmune T cell repertoire in human type 1 diabetes primarily targets cryptic determinants engaged by determinant spreading.